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bandoning the AMA?
The advanced measurement approach was meant to give larger institutions the freedom to develop
their own sophisticated op risk models under BaselIl. But the approach has failed to take off in the UK,
with some now questioning whether its days are numbered. Jessica Meek asks what went wrong

OpRisk Europe mis year (www.risk.
netl2188599), rhe Base! advanced rneasureent approach (AMA) for operational risk

A

capital was described as an endangered species in
me UK (www.risk.netl2184415) . Panellisrs debated
whether the approach had a furure and also what had
led ro irs underwhelming uprake,
To understand why rhe AMA hasn't encountered
me enthusiasm in the UK thar rhe UK Financial
Services Authoriry (FSA) had hoped, it is helpful to

go back to me beginning. When it was introduced
10 years ago under the Basel II accord, the AMA was
seen as an exciting new approach to operational risk.
"In me early days, we saw a lot of innovation and
different banks developing different approaches,"
jimi Hinchliffe, the former head of Basel II implemenration in the wholesale firms division of the FSA,
mld Op Risk Europe in June. "Sorne firms [were]
caking a more quantitative approach, a loss distriburion-rype approach; others [were] going down a more
scenario-based route using more qualitative factors. I
rhink that was quite exciting."
He explains thar rhe original idea 10 years ago
was an evolutionary concept, the idea being mat the
largesr, most complex banks would adopt me AMA,

parricular approach, which a number of other regulators did. But for these times, which were a period of
relatively light-touch, principles-based .supervislon,
[th at] didn't really fit in ... so the no-prohibirion,
no-cornpulsion approach was adopted."
Freedom to fail
However, Singapore-based Yusuf Yasin, who worked
on building an AMA model for rhree years while at
Lehman Brothers, minks this is me very reason why
AMA uprakc floundered. "Because there was no
cornpulsion from me regulators to implerncnr AMA,
banks in me UK didn't go for it," he says. "Ir's the
same in Asia - mere's no up take. So this is worldwide."
At OpRisk Europe, Hinchliffe conceded mat rhe
non-compulsion approach taken by me FSA was a

"[The AMA] is almost a non-issue now,
because there's practically no-ene
on it and, as far as I'm aware, there
aren't any banks that are looking to
go in the AMA direction"
Jimi Hinchliffe,formerlyof the Financial
ServicesAuthoriry

"Ir would have been very difficult for UK banks
because when the text of the mies was decided there
wasn't a common framework," explains Lars Hansen,
former chief risk officer at Sweden's SEB, one of the
first banks to implement me AMA back in 2008.
"There wasn't an industry standard, so this was a way
for rhe regulatory community and rhe industry to
kind of embrace creativity. The idea was that we have
to come up with something we acrually believe. Bur
we still don't have a standard methodology and it's
really difficulr to enforce somerhing without mat."
Yasin agrees: "On the one hand you see regulators criticising me banks for not having rheir AMA
models in order, but at the same time nor really telling [banks] what they're looking for. It was always
like that. They would say 'yes, there are different
practices,' but what is it they would like to see? There
are, of course, a few [models] in rhe market at the
moment. But do the regulators favour one over the
ether? They don't really go into that detail."
Germany's regulator, Bundesansralr für Finanzdiensdeistungsaufsicht
(Bafin),
prescriptive in terms of how
should be done and who should
it (www.risk.netl1516287). says

was much more
AMA modelling
be required to do
Hinchliffe, rnean-

cires former director of major rerail groups and financial srabiliry at the FSA, Oliver Page: "We had Oliver's
'Ier a hundred flowers blossom' concept and mat sort
of rhing," he says. "Ir became almost an irnplemenra-

management, but I can choose to be on a very simple
approach to operational risk management'."

ing the uptake rhere has been much greater (www.
risk.netI1735077). "I guess ir's just rhe difference in
regulatory philosophy," he says. "In the UK, the idea
was to give banks the freedom to do their different
approaches because obviously they were all approaching it in different ways already."
Bur it is mis freedom thac may have sounded me
death knell for me AMA in rhe UK. "There's certainly

This, combined with the 'Iet a hundred flowers
blossom' approach to developing an AMA frame-

been a secret wish rhat me indusrry would somehow
come up with a consensus view on how ro do me

Don policy issue in terms of whether you wanred to
mandate a selection of firms ... perhaps to go on a

work, meant UK banks were left without either a
firm mandate or asolid frame-work to implement.

AMA and rhat would then by default become me
normal approach for it," says Marc Leipoldt, founder

which would then provide an incentive for less
sophisticated banks ro make progress and improve
rheir risk management.
"The approach was very deliberate in that it
wouldn't be too prescriptive in terms of how [banks]
do rheir AMA modelling," Hinchliffe explains. He
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mistake. "With hindsight, perhaps ir was amistake
that me FSA adopted this no-compulsion approach ro
the AMA," he said. "It allowed very large and complex
banks to say 'okay, clearly I have sophisticated risk
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of rhe Global Risk Advisory Service consultancy in
Zutphen in the Netherlands. "There are too many
[approaches], so I believe that the FSA has been
hoping, as al! me other regulators have been ho ping,
that the banks would come up with somerhing."
As he goes on ro point out, this has not happened.
"If anything, of course, banks are leaving the AMA
- me case of Lloyds is weil publicised (www.risk.
netI2080563). The problem is that despite all rhe
qualitative impact studies, regulators donr have
enough informarion to really enforce a particular
approach to the AMA."
Stefan Walter, former secretary-general of the Basel
Committee

in terms of whether an institution wanted to be a
little more weighted rowards scenarios, a more heavily external data-driven approach or internal data.
I'm not sure how this Hexibiliry would have reduced
interest. If anything, I think it would have made it
more appealing to go down rhe AMA route, because
you can tailor it to your approach and culture."
Walter says institutions could have started with a
simpier approach to me AMA and then progressed.
"I can see how institurions mighr want to move in
terms of stepping stones - maybe starting with something sirnpler and then, possibly through the Pillar II
approach, migrate to sernething more sophisticated."

on Banking Supervision from 2006 to

2011 and now a principal in Ernst & Young's financial services regulatory management practice in New
York, questions whether not having a set framework

Rebuilding the framework
Leipoldt points out that there is nothing simple
in starting with the AMA. "We need to rebuild

tOadept has led to disappointing uptake of the AMA.
'Tm not sure," he says. "Yes, rhere was Hexibility

the AMA starting from the standardised approach
(TSA) foundations," he says. "You can add on all
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the requirements from the AMA on tOp ofTSA and
thar also bridges rhat gap between rhe rwo, because
at the moment it's a quanturn shift. TSA is easy ra
compute, purely financial and basically there can be
lirrle or no dispure about it. Under AMA you're using
none of thar information, which is a toral waste."
And Yasin agrees: 'Tve heard people talk ab om
building a frarnework as though it's basically tuming a switch from olf to on, but it's not th at simple,
You have to have a lot of investmenr in your modeIs
- building chose modeIs, making sure that the calculations are robust and managing the whole th ing."
During his time at Lehman Brothers, Yasin sp ent
rhree years building an AMA model. Ic was a Ion"
cornplicated process that should nor be underestimated, he says. "Yes, you can say thar you can implement it and you can have those building blocks in
place that are required for AMA - internalloss data,
your externalloss studies, your scenario analysis and
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all rhe ether qualitarive adjustments

thar go into

is rhe biggest issue wirh TSA - it doesn't appear to

is not just thar. It's a

"On top of no compulsion from the

lor just to think abour the use test, which is a basic
requirement for an AMA bank."

regulators, if you take the incentive

Yasin says what is required is a framework in
which all rhe operational risk information is fed
into the senior management decisions. "And whar

reducing the operational risk capital,

ir, But being AMA compliant

out of it from the perspective of
then there is very little left for the

sorr of decisions would those be?" he asks. "Risk
apperite decisions? Investrncnt process improvement
decisions? If you really have to have your AMA
Ïramework and use test and then be able to gen er-

YusufYasin,formerlyofLehman Brothers

are some real value-adding informarion that could
be incorporared into your rerurn-on-invesrrnent
calculations, you need to have a quantitative model.

revision of TSA. And that is also the approach the
Basel Committee is taking, if I understand correctly

o despite a11rhe building blocks, you still need the
models. You still need a11 these sensitivities to be
generated from those models. So yes, we have a11rhe
building blocks or all the elements in place, but it's
still a long way to go to really be AMA compliant,
whether for regulatory reasons or nor."
At Op Risk Europe in June, Mike Consrantinou,
global head of operational risk policy and development at HSBC, said the AMA and TSA aren'r, in
fact, that far apart. "I think we are already in an
environment where, for a large bank such as HSBC,
me expectations are that we have implemented
requirernents that are AMA-equivalent. Certainly,
the framework we have in place now has a11the capabiliries of an AMA bank from a regulatory perspecave. I believe the distincrion berween the AMA and

banks to be interested in
implementing

the hints that were dropped at the Op Risk Asia
conference in June [by Mirsuroshi Adachi, chair of
rhe srandards implementation
group operational
risk subgroup of the Basel committee]."
Leipoldt says he doesn't think any of rhe AMA
waivers in the UK wil! be extended, They will be left:
to lapse while the supervisor focuses on making TSA
more risk-sensitive, he says.
"The FSA is quite keen, as most orher regulators
will be, ro iristil some additional rigour in the op
risk field, especially in making it risk sensitive. This

experienced everyrhing internally is not going to be
around long, so you need to be able ro look ro the
experience externally."
Leipoldt is not so comfortabie about rhe idea of
looking externally for an AMA model. "In the efforts
of regulators introducing external loss data, the
AMA models are driven by the largest loss events,"
he says. "These basically dierare what the capiral
requirement will be - a11your internal loss data is
going to contribute very, very little to the final capital requirernent because they're all relatively small
and negligible types of loss." He goes on to say thar
the unexpected amounr of your capiral number is
going to be driven by things such as scenarios and
externalloss data, which, he says, are still very much

incentivising management to do anything, because
if I'm going to say: 'By the way, your competitor
across the road has do ne something silly, that's an
externalloss event that's going ro go into your capital,' rhen however much [management] are on top of
their operational risk, it's not going to make a blind

But it is this approach that has dlsappointed che
FSA, according to Hinchliffe. "The AMA was introduced at a time of relarively light-touch supervision, so compulsion [in terms of the AMA] didn't
really fit with that. Ir rneant very large banks could
say 'we recognise we need to be sophisticated in risk

bit of difference." He argues that because external
loss data is, by definirion, beyond the control of rhe
management in question, it is not a1ways helpful.

management, but we can choose a simple approach
ra op risk capital calculation due to [there being] no
compulsion and no prohibition.'"

"[ust taking [rhe externalloss data] as a quantirative
number they need to factor in effectively takes away
the responsibility of rhe management to do anyrhing
abour it. And that, I rhink, is also an area that a

Focusing on TSA
Leipoldt argues that the FSA has now conceded

proper AMA model would be [operaring in]."

me demise of the AMA and is acrively working on
enhancing TSA insread, "As regards the UK, it's

The question of timing is also key to the AMA's
lack of success as the op risk model of choice in
the UK. "Timing was a big issue," says Hansen

obvious thar the FSA knows TSA is the best way
forward," he says. "I think that's what the FSA is
secrerly saying by nor making too much effort devel-
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basic approach that is geared off a few revenue-rype
indicators and doesn't really caprure - in a forwardlooking sense - many of the disciplines you need to
stay on top of operarional risk."
To do rhis would require looking outside of the
institution to the relevant indusrry loss experience
more broadly, he says. "Any institution rhat has

beyond the grasp of management.
"Although it's more risk sensirive, you're still not

TSA has all but gone."

oping AMA while devoting much more time to the

the AM/Jt

be risk sensitive to any measurable degree orher than
identifying the different lines of business."
Ernst & Young's Walter agrees rhat TSA is not
a sophisticated approach to operational risk. "At a
high level, I guess I would say that TSA is a pretty

Lars Hansen, formerly of SEB

formerly of SEB. "We got final approval for our
own AMA in February 2008 - and we were one
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enormous that you can see why a lot of banks chose
not to go down that route, especially when they had
a choice," he says.

of the first banks to be approved. I think HSBC
made its first write-off in subprime in July 2007 rbat's when subprime [was] made public. So all of
a sudden, everyone who had been thinking about
doing an AMA realised there were more important
things to do inrernally."

The road ahead
The key question for op risk practitioners in the UK is:
whar now for rhe AMA? The FSA appears to be focus-

He also points out thar banks such as Lloyds,

ing on enhancing TSA frameworks rather rhan pushing rhe AMA. "That's clearly been the approach in the

which had been working with the AMA until it
announced in its 2Q10 annual report thar it was
going back to TSA, perhaps had more important
things to focus on.

past year or so with the publications the FSA has come
out with on TSA in terrns of enhancing TSA frameworks," says Hinchliffe. "I think, quite righcly, they've
said: 'Actually, we've only got rwo AMA banks and

"If you're in the same siruation as Lloyds or
Royal Bank of Scodand [found thernselves], it's
such rurmoil for rhe executives. h's a full-time job

rhe majority of rhe ethers are on simpier approaches,'
which I guess is TSA. And as there had been very lirtle

rrying to survive and keep your position," he points
Out. "When you're really in a financial crisis, just

work on TSA, rhere wasn'c a huge amount of guidance, so I suspect the FSA has decided 'berter thar we

gening your funding is a problem. When you have
a recession or somerhing worse, collateral wil! actu-

provide more of that guidance'."
However, Ernst & Young's Walter says this doesn'r
necessarily mean regulators aren't focused on rhe
AMA. "Ir depends on what you mean by 'focused on','
he says. "If you mean there's work in terrus of making

ally be checked - whether it exists or is less strong
rhan whoever did the valuation thought. Then it
is basically pooled into one direction - just saving
rhe bank."
Hinchliffe agrees, and goes further, "In rhe UK we
have rwo banks that are AMA, so it's pretty much
extinct, It's almost a non-issue now, because there's
practically no-one on it and, as far as I'm aware,
rhere aren't any banks rhat are looking to go in the
.\.t\1A direcrion. The problem is that the direction
has totally changed post-crisis."
While the AMA was about defining a very risksensitive Pillar I capital number, the whole idea of
having a risk-sensitive Pillar I capital figure now
seerns to have been dropped, he says. "Post-crisis,
we're not in a world where banks are going to get
lower Pillar I capital because rhey're doing model!ing, especially in an area of operational risk where
ir's nor particularly advanced [compared to credit
and market risk]," he says.
Yasin agrees: "On top of there being no compulion from the regulators, if you're taking the incentive out of it from the perspective of reducing the
operational risk capiral, rhen there is very linie left
for the banks to be inrerested in implementing the
AMA. Why would we invest in th at infrastructure build the whole thing and rhen there's no benefit in
rerms of capital savings? From thar perspective, it's
nor really atrractive."
He also points out the significant cost involved
in building an AMA model. "When you add up all
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improvements to the TSA, that doesnt mean that the

"As regards the UK, it's obvious the FSA
knows TSA is the best way forward.
That is something the FSA is secretly
saying by not spending too much eftort
in developing the AMA and
devoting much more time to the
revision of TSA"
Marc Leipoldt,GlobalRiskAdvisoryService

AMA in terms of ongoing supervision and Pillar land
Pillar II doesn't remain equally important. Ir might be
misleading ro just say that supervisors are doing some
work to further strengthen TSA - I don't think thar
means rhar the AMA has become less important."
For Hinchliffe, the future of the AMA in the UK
remains uncertain. "We heard from the FSA and Base!
thar they're now starting to look at the AMA and the
operational risk regulatory framework. Whether it will
be in Base! Iv, or whatever it will be called, thar we see
how they approach rhat, we don't know,"

the costs, what's the point?" he asks. "In the past
we would think of the AMA giving you a lot more
benefits than jusr capital savings. During my time at
Lehman, we built this AMA framework from scratch
and were planning that it would basically provide
a tooi for rhe managers and senior management nor only for risk management but also to drive rhe
culture of the organisation. Those are very idealistic
things and we're talking about 2005 to 2006. Of
course, that hasn'r happened."
Hinchliffe agrees thar cost must have played a
part in the lack of AMA up take in the UK. "When
you recognise the costs and the amount of effort
required to put rogerher the application, rhey're so

He be!ieves we may end up with a much bigger
non-risk-sensirive Pillar I operational risk charge,
which has been hinted at by regulators.
"The large and complex banks may then face the
choice berween a big Pillar II add-on on top of their
Pillar I charge or of doing some pretry sophisticated
operational risk management, including modelling,
in Pillar Il,' he says.
Hinchliffe adds that there has always been a debate
as to whether operational risk really be!onged in
Pillar Il anyway. "h's possible, in rhe UK at least, that
this may end up being partially rhe case," he says.
The FSA was contacted for contribution to this
piece but was unavailable for comment at the time
of going to press. _
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